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Jesse Dina looks for a Physics class to add while riding the Valley
Transportation Authority Light rail to San Jose State University.
Dina rides the light rail every day because it is near his house, and
said it is better than hunting for a campus parking space.

Pbot., by Douglas Rider / Spartan Daily
Autumn Cardone folds up her bag to get on the shuttle to the Park and
Ride lot Wednesday afternoon. The shuttle service, which runs from 6 a.m.

to 9:45 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 6 a.m. to 545 p.m. Fhdays.
transports students from campus to the Park and Ride lot every 15 minutes.

Solutions to the SJSU parking
iP;;=iagre

Erin Mayes
DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Free public transportation
tries to cure old frustrations
Lance Attalla
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Proctor, a senior majoring in forNate
eign language, takes the bus to school
every day he has class.
"The parking situation at school is too
crazy," Proctor said. "I know people that have
to leave their house at 6 a.m, just to find a
parking space."

Killing
class
downtime
Erika Coron
DAILY STAFF WRITER

For those who prefer playing
to standing in line, the possibilities of a few adventures are open
to students again this semester.
"I took up kickboxing, and it
got me pumped up," said spphomore Angela Melgoza, who
works at the Associated
Students’ business office.
"I recommend it to students
- it’s fun" Melgoza said. "As a
stress reliever, it’s something
students should look into when
they have free time," she said.
If a different fitness program
is more desirable apart from the
usual things found in gyms, students will find a wide variety of
things to do at the Event Center
Sport Club. There students can
play basketball, volleyball and
badminton in the mini -gym.
Aerobics classes are offered
daily, and the club is free to all

See
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Fun, page 4

Scott Haywood graduated from San Jose
State University in 1992 with a political science degree, and he is now the senior marketing representative for the transit access program, which provides free bus, light rail and
paratransit services for SJSU students.
Haywood said the Associated Students collects money for a VTA Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority eco-bus pass,
which is purchased for all students. AS collects the money through a mandatory $10
transit fee, paid once a semester by all students upon registration.
"An average student saves hundreds of dollars with the transit fee," Haywood said. "If
they were to pay for an annual adult VTA

Park and Ride program
gets three new shuttles

pass, it would be $429."
Phahuah Nkong, a junior economics major,
said taking VTA isn’t always time-efficient or
comfortable, but it is still less aggravating
than driving.
"The bus drivers aren’t always punctual, so
yck might miss your bus," Nkong said. "The
conditions of the buses could be improved,
but unlike driving, it is a stress-free alternative."
Ahrens Alternative Transportation
Solutions is a county program with an office
in the Student Union which collaborates with
AS in an effort to reduce traffic congestion.

See

VTA, page 4

With the loss of hundreds of
parking spaces around campus, administrators have been
scrambling to accommodate
students who drive to San
Jose State University.
"We really want people to
try Park and Ride instead of
circling the campus because
that can be frustrating," said
Lt. Marianne Alvarez of the
University Police Department.
The UPD is working this
semester to make sure the
Park and Ride system is as
efficient as possible, Alvarez
said.
The UPD plans to keep the
Park and Ride lot free until
Feb. 11, after which, it will
require regular C permits or
$1 per day for students who
park there, according to John
Laws of the UPD.
Laws said Park and Ride
permits can also be purchased
for
$41
from
vending
machines near the Park and
Ride lot.
There are 900 spots avail-

able in the Park and Ride lot,
located in Seventh Street,
between Alma and Humboldt
streets. When the lot fills up,
Alvarez said, spots are available at the Municipal Stadium
lot on 10th and Alma streets
next to the San Jose Ice
Centre. There are more than
500 spots available in the
municipal lot, Laws said.
According to Alvarez, there
are three new shuttle buses
and one new driver. Each bus
can accommodate 35 seated
and 15 standing passengers.
She said additional shuttles
have been reserved to be on
hand the first few weeks of
school. The shuttles are free
and run from 6 a.m. to 9:45
p.m.
Monday
through
Thursday and 6 a.m. until
5:45 p.m. on Fridays.
"We’ll be giving out free coffee and doughnuts to those
who decide to use the Park
and Ride lot for the first two
weeks of school," Alvarez said.
If students don’t feel like

See
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KSJS sets broad cast on Bookstore
Radio station hopes
to increase exposure
Trisha Santos
DAII i STAFF WRITER

KSJS 190.5 FM), San Jose State
University’s student-run radio
station, has taken over the back of
the Spartan Bookstore amid promotional efforts to raise awareness of the station.
"We thought this would be a
great way to expose us to everybody," said Sharon Jennings, general manager of KSJS.
The station has been broadcasting from 10 a.m. to ’ 2 p.m.
inside the Spartan Bookstore
since Monday.
"It’s a win-win situation for
everybody," said Kevin Ariente,
the jazz music director for KSJS.
Broadcasting in the bookstore
allows students to get a sneak
peek of what the station is all
about.
They can also get more information about the bookstore’s products and services.
Ariente said he hopes this
opportunity will encourage others
to become part of KSJS.
"We’re open to new ideas at the
station," said Ariente, known as

"What’s cooler than working
Kevin Foley to KSJS listeners.
Ariente said that this is the sec- with music, getting lots of free
ond time they’ve run this kind of stuff and getting credit for it?"
promotion because the one last Jennings said.
Students can train to be a disc
fall proved to be successful for the
station. KSJS is a non-commer- jockey, work behind the scenes or
cial, student-operated station and be involved in other departments
can be heard in seven Bay Area of the station such as Webpage
counties: Alameda, San Francisco, design and marketing.
Brandon Givens, an RTVF, radio,
Sonoma, Contra Costa, San
television and film, major and Jay
Mateo, and Santa Clara.
They broadcast a variety of for- Untalan, also an RTVF major, are two
mats such as jazz, alternative and disc jockeys that said being on the
radio station is a positive experience.
Latin rock.

"What’s cooler than working with
music, getting lots of free stuff and
getting credit for it?."
Sharon Jennings
KSJS general manager
Jon Moreno, a computer science
major and employee of the bookstore, is not a regular listener of
KSJS, but he said he recently discovered the wide variety of formats the station has to offer.
"They play good mix of music
that I never heard before," Moreno
said. "They do a pretty good job."

"What’s great about being a DJ
is the concept of having your voice
heard by so many people," Givens
said.
Listeners of KSJS know Givens
as DJ Manabees. He hosts a show
called "Monday Night Live" where

See

KSJS, page 7

Cebagian Widmann/ Spartan Daily
Radio guest Scott Cofer (front) and Kevin Ariente end Thursday’s
live broadcast from the Spartan bookstore. Ariente is the jazz music
director at KSJS and has his own show from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. on
Saturdays, and goes by the of name Kevin Foley.
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New semester promises plenty of stress

EDITORIAL

Millennium
changes role
of your paper
66 years the Spartan Daily has been
For
serving San Jose State University as a primary source of campus news and information.
This year will be no different.
We understand today’s world is vastly different than when the Spartan Daily first appeared
in 1934.
The number of news sources and the staggering speed at which news is available would most
certainly have boggled the minds of those from
1934.
So what happens now in this day and age when
these numerous sources are commonplace?
Part of the answer is looking at the reading
audience of today.
The multicultural nature of our society and
our school
has challenged us to rethink stagnant ideas from the past that revolved around
the white, male dominated power structures.
As we move into the 2000s, we understand we
don’t have a captive audience as our predecessors from the 1900s might have had.
We understand not everyone has our cultural
and ethnic background. There are as many
diverging views about life, as there are students
on our campus.
We also understand the Spartan Daily is not
ours, but we are merely its guardians.
The real owners of the Spartan Daily are you,
the readers.
For some, the Spartan Daily is nothing more
than a way to pass time in a class they would
rather not attend, but for the rest of you, this is
your paper.
And it is our job to keep you informed about
what’s going on in and around this campus.
Your paper will not be dominated by our views
alone.
Instead, the news, opinions and events that
make up and affect our diverse campus community will be represented.
If we as paper don’t touch you,
don’t
reach you, don’t identify with you or don’t speak
to you, then we are not doing our job.
It is through your feedback either by reading the paper or sending letters to the editor
that we know what kind of job we are doing for
you.
So we ask that you read us and comment if you
feel it necessary.
In return, we will give you fun, informative,
timely, relevant and diverse coverage of SJSU
just as we have for the past 66 years.

first day of school is the best
The
day of the semester. Everyone
looks rested.
Everyone’s faces are washed, and
their hair is done. Their clothes are
wrinkle -free and fresh with the scent
of detergent.
Professors lecture with passion,
and classrooms are full of students.
The painful experience of last
semester’s finals has been forgotten.
Optimism reigns.
However, an inevitable change is
underway: It’s a predictable pattern.
Several weeks from now, the pressure of due dates and midterms will
begin to steal the peace of mind from
FRIDAY CONFESSION
many students.
"I’m so stressed" will be the most cram for another test or wait until
common words uttered around cam- the night before a paper is due to
pus.
begin my research again.
Young people will begin to look
My habit of perpetual procrastinaand smell like decaying corpses tion coupled with an addiction to
because they lack the time to sleep adrenaline began when I was in
and the motivation to shower. grade school. I would wait until the
Neither of these should be a commodnight before a book report was due to
ity.
even choose a book.
I end every semester feeling as if
Last
semester,
right
after
I’ve lived through a war. Me against
Thanksgiving, I became so strung out
too little time, too many tasks.
When the frustration of finals is on stress that I couldn’t sleep for
over, I promise myself I will never more than a week. I induced a cold

sore so severe it took four weeks and
two prescriptions to heal. I was constantly anxious and on edge, even on
the weekends. I felt as if my heart
might leap out of my chest.
I was physically incapable of calming down. I lost all reason. I began to
consider swiping muscle relaxers
from a friend’s medicine cabinet.
Finally, it occurred to me, it’s not
healthy to live in a constant state of
fight or flight.
If I act as if a major catastrophe
has occurred every time I get stuck in
a traffic jam, how will I ever handle
life’s real emergencies, such as a
holdup or serious illness.
I’m not an advocate of laziness. I
am an advocate of stress -free living
living with our priorities in mind
instead of living just to get by.
I recently read that Europeans
work fewer hours a week than
Americans and have four weeks of
paid vacation a year, in most cases
six.
When I was in Italy two years ago,
I met a family from Australia who
was taking a month -long vacation to
travel through Europe.
That sure beats the 60 plus hour
work week and two week vacation

VtuicOcil
WELL MERE. GOES
NEIGHDDRHOOD--

Adult illiteracy: cause worthy of attention

1

f you can read this, then thank
a teacher. And for those who
can’t read or turn the letters
into syllables or words, they aren’t
alone.
According to a National Adult
Literacy Survey taken in 1996, one
in five people have difficulty with
very basic reading skills. One in
three people possess insufficient
reading skills. Forty percent cannot determine correct change.
Twenty-five percent of Americans
cannot address an envelope well
enough to reach its destination,
and 75 percent of the prison population does not have a high school
diploma.
With more than 44 million
adults in the United States reading at less than a fifth -grade level
in the Silicon Valley, we should
consider taking adult literacy
problems seriously.
In an area where houses cost
close to $500,000, Internet startups are on every corner, and running into a millionaire is as sure as
bumper to bumper traffic at 8 a.m.
on the 880. Adults not being able to
read should be unheard of.
Perhaps the millionaires found
on almost every corner should contribute some of their funds into

their community and give everyone a boost.
According to a Wall Street
Journal article, several weeks ago,
Bay Area resident Jim Barksdale
decided to give $100 million to the
University
of
Mississippi
Foundation, his alma meter.
Barksdale is a former Netscape
chief executive officer and a venture capitalist. His money will be
used to create a reading institute
focused on children’s reading
skills.
Perhaps Barksdale doesn’t realize there are plenty of people in his
own backyard that could use his
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help. For example, the majority of
the people living in San Jose are
minorities. Most people are from
foreign countries who probably
speak English as a second language.
The thought of Barksdale
donating millions of dollars is wonderful, especially because he is
donating it to a higher education
institution.
However, adults seem to be left
out of the loop a bit more than children.
Perhaps he could have donated
that money to the Literacy
Alliance for the South Bay, the
Partners in Reading or other programs that support adult literacy.
If 44 million adults have less
than a fifth -grade reading level,
then something needs to be done
about adult reading.
They have significantly more
responsibility than a 10-year-old,
don’t they? They have to pay bills,
fill out insurance forms and maybe
even help their children with
homework. If they can’t read or
they have problems reading, how
can they help their child?
People like Barksdale could
take some community or civic
responsibility. He and people like
him could invest millions into

reading programs for adults in the
Bay Area. Alert employees could
donate their time and talent to the
less fortunate, and most of all, give
moral support.
Nt being able to read or write
would be quite a travesty considering how annoying it is to start the
day without first reading a newspaper or a local magazine.
Reading is a great way to pass
time, share thoughts with others,
and more importantly, increase
education.
For some, reading is just as
important as breathing, and for
others, it is a problem they struggle with each waking moment.
Barksdale had the right idea
when he donated his money to a
worthy cause, one that will benefit
children well beyond their wildest
dream.
But for the others out there just
like him, who want to donate
money to a worthy cause, an adult
literacy center would be just the
key. If you have gotten this far into
the article
perhaps there is
someone you should thank.
Clarissa Alientera is the
Assistant Sports Editor
"Here’s the Deal" will appear
from time to time.
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common in the United States.
Sure, Europeans can’t boast about
being the leaders of the free world,
but how many opportunities are
there to brag about that?
News flash: The game of life is not
won by whoever is the busiest.
I would hate to die and be remembered for always running from here
to there, never having time to spend
with the people I love the most, never
having enough time to dedicate my
efforts to something I believe in, such
as education, health and spiritual
enlightenment.
We all know life is meant for living, for loving, for laughing. So, why
surrender it to stress.
Stress is ugly. It makes your skin
look bad. It makes your breath smell
bad. It puts you in a bad mood. And.
it shortens your life.
So, as I begin a new semester, I
will keep in mind that I’m in school
not for punishment but for betterment.
Besides, stressing out never solved
any of my problems.
Christina Lucarotti is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor "Friday
Confession" appears Friday.

New Year’s brings
no sign of disaster
so the whole Y2K thing,
OK,
was a dud. What a letdown.
I thought, to be on the safe
side, I’d stay home and watch the
festivities on television.
I scoffed at my roommate
when she told me she was going to
spend New Year’s Eve on a ship in
the San Francisco Bay
and in a
formal gown and heels no less.
"That’s not survival gear," I
thought. Well, didn’t I turn out to
be the big dope?
Not that I went crazy with
hoarding supplies or anything. I
bought two gallons of water, candles and matches. A friend of mine
filled up her bathtub on New
Year’s Eve just in
case the
water didn’t run the next day. I
pondered doing the same but
decided against it. If you stocked
up on all sorts of junk "just in
case," don’t worry. Now you’re
ready for the real apocalypse.
If you feel foolish for overpreparing for the year 2000, think
of how dumb the government
must feel. According to the New
York Times, the United States
spent $100 billion readying itself.
Worldwide, an estimated $600 billion was spent, according to the
Houston Chronicle.
The end sum is equivalent to
the entire gross domestic product
of Holland, according to Scotland’s
Herald.
I’d say the U.S. and Britain are
probably jealous of Italy, Japan,
China and Venezuela, who didn’t
spend nearly as much and pulled
off New Year’s Day almost without
a hitch, according to the Times.
According
to
London’s
Independent, Britain spent 100
times more than Italy on preparations.
How does it all add up?
Well, the Pentagon alone spent
$3.6 billion, according to CNN.
The U.S. hotel industry spent $1.6
billion and GM, Ford and Daimler
Chrysler spent $1.3 billion altogether, according to the Buffalo
News. The Buffalo News also said
U.S. banks spent around $9 billion, and businesses and government spent the rest of the $100
billion.
While governments all over the
globe paid through the nose, the
rest of the world panicked.
The Red Cross had a website
with a list of emergency year 2000

supplies, which included a flashlight, batteries, a battery powered
radio, a first-aid kit, medication,
non-perishable food and at least
three gallons of water per person.
Other sites were less practical
Many
and more doom -saying.
insisted people would need bomb
of
quantities
mass
and
shelters
food, water and weapons to protect themselves from violent looters. Some advocated boarding up
windows and barricading doors.
Hey, why not build a moat around
your house?
One in particular earned my
vote for most entertaining and
psychotic. Its author seemed to be
some sort of militia member. He
suggested we read books with
titles such as, "Did Big Brother
Give you Permission to go Weewee?" and "The Art of the Rifle."
In the "Guns and Ammo" section
of the same site, the author suggested we all go out and buy ourselves two rifles, a pistol and a
shotgun. Skimming through the
rest of the site, the word "manifesto" came to mind, mainly
because it is usually linked with
the word "Unabomber." They’re
probably good pals.
I hope that we have all learned
something from this non -disaster.
Personally, I’ve learned that I
shouldn’t have been so paranoid
about something that no one was
ever sure would happen. I was
hoping to see some looting and
rioting at the very least. Well, I’ve
promised myself that next year
be part of the chaos on the streets,
apocalyptic warnings or not. Hope
to see you there!
Erin Mayes is a Spartan
Daily Staff Reporter

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILYOjmc.sjim.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or S1SU.
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Today

Wednesday
For more information, call Lydia
Rose at 924-2440.

Associated Students Election
Board
Candidate applications currently available in the AS Government
Office. For more information, call
Claire Hargreaves at 924-5955.

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Sisterhood, information nigh/
and potluck at 7 p.m. Meet at the
Seventh Street Plaza fountain. For
more information, call Linda at
924-8363.

Monday
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Exchange with the brothers of
Lambda Phi Epsilon. 8 p.m. Meet
by the Seventh Street Plaza fountain. For more information, call
Linda at 924-8363.

Associated Students Election
Board
Candidate applications currently available in the AS Government
Office. For more information, call
Claire Hargreaves at 924-5955

Associated Students Election
Board
Candidate applications currently available in the AS Government
Office. For more information, call
Claire Hargreaves at 924-5955.

Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Social exchange with the sisters
of Sigma Omicroni Phi at 7 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. For
more information, call Carl at
(510) 917-6796.

Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Information and pizza night
with little sisters at 7 p.m. in front
of the Student Union. For more
information, call Carl at (510) 9176796.

Library Donations and Book
Sale
Ongoing Booksale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the fourth floor of the
Clark Library. For more information, call the acquisitions department at 924-2705,

Phi Chi Theta Co-ed Business
and Economics Fraternity
Rush Event: Meet the chapter
and alumni at 8 p.m. in the
Almaden room. Refreshments
served. For more information, contact Rudy at 924-8693 or
pctsjsughotmail.com.

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Welcome day at 7:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room in the Student
Union. For more for information,
call Eli at (510) 770-1903

Tuesday
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Bowling and ice cream at 7 p.m.
Meet by the Seventh Street Plaza
fountain. For more information, call
Linda at 924-8363.

Academic Senate
Deadline for Faculty
Distinguished Service Award, submit nomination forms in
Administration building, room. 176.

b

Associated Students Election
Board
Candidate applications currently available in the AS Government
Office. For more information, call
Claire Hargreaves at 924-5955.
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Basketball and barbecue night
at 7 p.m. in front of the Student
Union For more information, call
(7ar1 at (510) 917-6796.
Library Donations and Bonk
Sale
Ongoing Booksale from 10 a.m.
to p.m. on the fourth floor of the
Clark Library. For more information, call the acquisitions department at 924-2705.

Thursday
Associated Students Election
Board
Candidate applications currently available in the AS Government
Office. For more information, call
Claire Hargreaves at 924-5955.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Hebrew and must see TV night
at 7 p m. at Hillel House. For more
information. call Arlene Miller at
226-6669.
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Exchange with the brothers of
Pi Alpha Phi at 7.p.m. Meet at the
Seventh Street Plaza fountain. For
more information, call I.inda at
924-8363.
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Exchange with the sisters of
Kappa Delta Phi at 7 p.m. in front

0
Register... Play 4 FRU
&WIN REAL CASH!!!
no drawings or raffles!
win the game - Win The Mone
Play with friends &
family members
Just make sure you have rum

BUCKLE UP

0

fhing You’re Smart www.hunting4treasure.corn

Thert lti,t Too Much to Lose

4
American Heart
Association -0

FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER:
$20,000 CASH BONUS
PLUS $50,000
FOR COLLEGE.

(*so

Research gave
him a future

of Student Union. For more information, call Carl at (510) 917-6796.
Vietnamese Student Association
First semester meeting from
4:30 - 5:30 p.m. at the Almaden
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Thien at 3226093.
Library Donation. and Book
Sale
Ongoing Booksale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the fourth floor of the
Clark Library. For more information, call the acquisitions department at 924-2705.

Friday
Hillel Silicon Valley
Bioethics shabbat at 7 p.m. at
Hillel House. For more information,
call Arlene Miller at 226-6669.
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Get together and barbecue at 7
p.m. at the fraternity house. For
more information, call Carl at (510)
917-6796.
Associated Students Election
Board
Candidate applications currently available in the AS Government
Office. For more information, call
Claire Hargreaves at 924-5955.

COME PRAY WITH US!
Come join us for
Prayer, Worship, Sacrament,
Community and Service

1

Saturday
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Contact House Party at 9p.m. at
567 S. Eighth St. at 9 p.m. For
more information, call (510) 9176796

SUNDAY
MASSES
600 pm
Campes Misisiry
Chapel
a 00 pm
S.. Joseph
Cthedral

CA’

WEEKDAY
MASS
Monday-Fnday
1210-12 3S p m
CampaMialetry
(impel
300 Staab WO St.
pow. 03.41610
ejeaccoteri

Campus Idlnlatry Center & Chapel
corner of 10I9 and San Carlos Slreele
Saint Joseph Cathedral
corner of Market and San Fernando Streets
Spring Programs
1 Bf ble Study jNowinrin Community S. .qImm..
tSDirittlal CounselingtR C 1 A

Want
It
All?
There’s only one place to get
everything you need for school-and that’s

Choose to serve in one of the Army’s top-priority
occupational skills, and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn
up to $50,000 in money for college through the
Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army College Fund,
if you qualify.
Find out more about these great Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today. It could be
one of the most rewarding calls you’ve ever made.

408-259-7185

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

01995. Amencan Heart Assoceation

www.goarmy.com

Spartan Bookstore.
From new and used textbooks to
T-shirts and supplies, we’ve got it all,
every day. And with flexible ways to pay,
textbook exchange and
return services, and a friendly,
knowledgeable staff,
shopping is fast, easy, and hassle-free. ,
Value, covenience, selection:
Get it all at Spartan Bookstore.
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RINT-A-CAR

I

10% OFF WITH SJSU STUDENT/FACULTY I.D.
Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon

Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates)

Wide variety of current model vehicle including

Vans 7 to 15 passenger, 4X4’s and convertibles.

Free Pick-up Service -(Geographically restricted in Silicon Valley)

Under 25 years

of age ----OKAY!!!
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(408)998-7200
located at 711 Coleman
Ave. (near San Jose Airport)
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SpartanBookstore
A Div.% ion of ’,parlor Shops
San los* State University
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able to use the carpool lanes."
A two-person carpool pass can
be purchased for the same price
as a regular parking pass at $81,
but the vehicle must have two or
more passengers for admittance.
A Car Pool Plus pass, which
can be purchased for three or
more passengers, allows admittance to all garages at all times,
even when the garages are
closed to regular students.
The pass allows the vehicle to
park on the bottom floor of the
garage while the regular twopassenger pass must park on the
upper floors.
In addition, Altrans installed
bike enclosures throughout campus last semester in five locations: Clark Library, the
MacQuarrie Hall quad, Spartan
near
Paseo
Memorial

VTA

continued from page)

Altrans offers students different ways of getting to campus
from carpooling to bike riding.
Faye Sullivan, the college
transportation demand manager
at Altrans, said if students are
fed up with driving to school but
don’t want to take public transportation, carpooling would be
benefit them both socially and
economically.
"It (carpooling) will save students gas, save them time and
money," Sullivan said.
"You can make a new friend
and split the cost of driving,
while cutting the time of your
trip to school in half by being

Washington Square Hall and
Seventh and Ninth Street
Plazas.
They are operated by electronic keys which open the
locked gates when passed near a
sensor. Keys for the enclosures
can obtained with a $10 per
semester refundable deposit.
Alfonso De Alba said students
should take the time to see what
is available to them from Altrans
rather than complain about the
congested parking dilemma on
campus.
"Students
should
really
explore their options and see
what we (AS) have available for
them," De Alba said. "It’s easy to
say I don’t have the time, but it
seems like they would save time
by not driving alone or struggling to find a parking space."

Fun
continued from pagel
San Jose State University students
with a valid tower card.
For those students who like a
different type of recreation, there is
the bowling center, located on the
lower level of the Student Union.
The center offers more than just
bowling balls and pins to knock
down. Students can play table tennis, foosbal, and air hockey as well
as video and pinball games.
When the appetite starts to

"We offer about 30 hours of fitness per week Monday through
Saturday," said fitness and adventures director Matt McNamara.
The brochure listing all the events
available here can be picked up at
the Student Union.
The amphitheater offers noontime concerts and speakers.
"It’s a good place to go and get
some fun time in" said Maria
Murphy, an administrative assistant at the Associated Students
office. ‘The amphitheater is great
on a warm day just grab your
lunch and go."

build up, the Student Union Food
Court serves sushi, quesadillas and
other meals Monday through
Saturday.
For those who crave fast food,
Burger King is another option.
After all that eating, those students who want a quick and painless way to check their body fat can
go back to the Sport Club and get
that checked in a matter of seconds.
If adventure and recreation is
the name of the game, Associated
Students Campus Recreation, offer
open recreation, intramural sports,
fitness and adventure programs.

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

GUARANTEED!
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If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

Find it by phone
With the
Spartan Daily classifieds
OW, ICBM a.
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PHILOSOPHY: a great education

cotton

apr-a. saleslr-slar-ss

It’s in

Tim

Do you want to he a Resident Advisor’ how about an
Assistant
Conference Manager? Oi-a Administrative Assistant? What about
a Peer Advisor for Residential Computing? Or even someone
who Famines on All Cultural F.,speriences of Students? Then apply
to he a student stall’ rnenther
University Housing Services.

Topics include the meaning of life (Who am I? What is the self? Why do humans suffer?), Eastern
philosophies (Hinduism, Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism), Morality (What is the good life? Should I be
moral?). Environmental Ethics and Animal Rights, Political/Social Justice (freedom, equality, rights, duties,
capitalism, communism, Marxism), Logic (sound and valid arguments), the history of ideas, Aesthetics (What
is beauty? What is art?), etc. Some interesting courses the Department is offering this Spring:
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy

or

Applications are located in the UHS Office in Joe West flail
or on the web at http://housing.sjsu.edu
Informa0onal Sessions
1/31 Allen 11.114 Sp in ,
2/1- Hoover Hall aa R 10p at ,
2/2 Conuntais it 11 Sop 01
2/3 - Spartan Village 0._ai Hp in
hritt ions

slip
airs

Looking for a major or minor? Or very interesting classes? Do yourself a favor!

It’s in you .

A

Nisit

"et its"
aaaaaaa
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Check the Philosophy Department website at http://www.sjsu.edu/depts/philosophy/philosophy.html
or check the Schedule of Classes for Spring 2000
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107:
115:
119:
122:
126:
155:
190:

Philosophy and Literature
Computers and Cognition
African American Social and Ethical Thought
Social Justice
Environmental Ethics
Philosophy of Law
Nietzsche

1200-1315
1030-1145
1330-1445
1030-1120
1330-1445
1900-2145
1900-2145
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R
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Don’t be duped

by lidiscounters.
Blinded by so called
"discounts" on textbooks
from online companies
Be careful - or you could end up with the wrong editions,
steep shipping and handling charges, delivery delays,
and cumbersome return policies.

Get the right books at the
right price - right now.
Spartan Bookstore has the books
you need for all your classes.
Plus, you can get other great stuff,
like computer products, school
supplies, 51SU T-shirts,
snacks, and more.

Student Checking
Student
Master Card
Online Banking
ATM & Check Card
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Sign up for the Student Combo’ Package.*
at your local branch
and receive a free T-shirt!
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WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!

Heavy metal’s not dead ... yet

START NOW!

* DELIVERY POSITION *
$7.00/hr.
Work from 7am - 9am on school days, delivering
the Spartan Daily to newstands on campus.
We need someone who:
* Is dependable & energetic
* Has a positive team attitude
*Is able to lift bundles of papers
* Has a CM. & clean DMV
Apply at The Spartan Daily
Dwight Dentel Hall Room 203 or 209

Perfect job for a morning person!

Psychology Department
Spring 2000 Open Classes
consult schedule or drop by DMH 157
Psyc 1 General Psychology
Psyc 30 Intro Psychobiology
Psyc 102 Child Psychology
Psyc 110 Abnormal Psychology
Psyc 112 Psych of Adoles
Psyc 114 Psych of Aging
Psyc 125 Intro Grp Dynamics
Psyc 126 Drugs + Brain & Beh
Psyc 129 Neuroscience
Psyc 138 Exer + Mental Hlth
Psyc 157 Psy of Motivation
Psyc 158 Perception
Psyc 167 Sports Psychology
Psyc 170 Indus Psy
Psyc 171 Personnel Psych
Psyc 175 Management Psy

Karla Garber / Spartan Daily

band saw to cut the aluminum needed for the project. Students
have to pass the safety quiz in order to use the saw.

Art major James Saxon constructs a three-ring binder at a metal
shop lab located in the Art department’s building. He is using a

THE CAPITAL
FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA
NEEDS YOU!
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According to U.S. News & World Report,

the BEST prices on textbooks are
at the campus bookstore!

ArI
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STUDIES
California
State University,
Sacramento
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Ifou can trust one of the nation’s foremost national publications when
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it says the campus bookstore has the best prices on textbooks.
At Spartan Bookstore, our aim is to provide the best prices and
the best Inventory on new and used textbooks. And you don’t have to
wait for shipping!

San

tont State University

wvs.sparteashops.com

Shuttles

REALITY CHECK

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

continued from page)

using the Park and Ride, there
are 112 new spots for students
with "C" permits, located around
the perimeter of the campus,
Alvarez said.
The $81 "C" permits are regular daily permits that allow students to park in SJSU’s garages.
The spots are on portions of San
Fernando, South 10th, San
Salvador and South Fourth
streets.
There is a three-hour time
limit for parking in those spaces.
O’Connell said that the threehour time limit is necessary to
have quick turnover.
"It seemed to work well," said
Michael O’Connell of the San
Jose Streets and Traffic
Department. "I think we saw
that students with permits were
parking there."
Fines for not having a valid
permit are $31 while parking
beyond the time limit will warrant $33. No tickets or citations
were given out last semester,
O’Connell said.
"We chose not to write citations until we made one of the
signs bigger," O’Connell said.
He said now that the size of
the print on the signs has been
enlarged, citations for parkers
who are in violation will be
issued.
Drivers with disabled placards can park in the perimeter
parking spots and nearby residential areas, regardless of
whether they have a valid permit, just as they are allowed to
park at meters without paying.
Students who would rather
not take their chances on getting a parking spot near school
have some alternatives.
Faye Sullivan, a manager
with
Altrans,
Alternative
Transportation Solutions, suggested students who live near
campus ride their bikes.
"Last year was the first year
we had bicycle enclosures and it
was great," Sullivan said. "Our
goal this semester is to get all of
the bikes inside the corral."
She said the five new cages
make it more secure to park a
bike on campus.
To obtain a key to the bicycle
enclosures, students need to
sign up in the Associated
Students’ Business Office and
pay a $10 refundable key
deposit.
Students who do not live near
close enough to ride their bikes
have the option of taking public
transit. Altrans plans to send
mailers to students who live a
quarter of a mile from bus stops
along line 22, informing them of
the service to SJSU. Students
can use their tower card with a
valid sticker to ride throughout
Santa Clara County for free,
Sullivan said.
While Altrans encourages
students to use these alternative forms of transportation, the
program also plans to assist students in finding carpool buddies.
Sullivan said they will be sending mailers to students in the
Santa Cruz area as well.
Students who would like to
carpool can sign up in the
Student Union’s Altrans office,
list their preferences in a carpool buddy. Then Altrans will
send out a list to interested students. As an incentive, carpoolare get preferred parking in
Seventh Street garage.

Free parking
If you’re not willing to shell
out money for parking permits
and alternative transit is not
much of an alternative for you,
your last option is to battle for
free parking on the streets.
Spots in residential areas can
be found along Fifth, Sixth,
Seventh and Eighth streets,
north of campus. Their cross
streets are also mostly free
parking. Residential permit
parking takes up most of the
spots east of campus.
Westward is also primarily
restricted parking. Half of
Fourth Street alongside campus
is free, and just about everything south of campus is free,
excluding about half of San
Salvador Street, which is for
students with regular parking
permits. Many people who live
in those streets park in those
spaces, and students who do nab
those spots usually get them
very early in the morning.
Another problem is there’s
sometimes quite a distance
between the free parking spot
and campus.
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DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE
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PARTNERSHIP

FOR

A

WALKABLE

AMERICA

Prep for the April 15th MCAT with

The Princeton Review
It’s not too late to start...
...but you don’t have much time left.

Make Aftpifference
by running for

Associated Students
Government!
STEP #1
January

December

November

STEP #2

Space is limited. Enroll today.
Lhe
Princeton
Review

(800) 2-REVIEW
www.review.com

Pick up a candidate application currently available in the
Associated Students Government Office
13rd Floor, Student Union).

STEP #3

Attend a mandatory
orientation session:
February 9th, 5:30-7:00pm
in the Pacifica Room,
Student Union ar
February 101h, 12:00-1:30pm
in the Council Chambers,
Student Union.

Turn in a Candidate
Application to the
Student Life Center,
Old Cafeteria Building,
no later than 6:00pm
Friday, February 10,2000.

fil lending an 5.5. Board of Directors Meeting

highly encouraged!

For Morro information, please call 924-5955

URSULA K. Le GUIN

iBook: iMac to go.
You like to play hard and
rough. Now it’s time you got
a laptop that does the same.

Winner of the

National Book Award
Hugo Award
will teach

Spring Semester 2000
English 181:
"Other Worlds of Fantasy"
Eng1181 01
Eng1181 01
Eng’ 181 03

The new iMac DV.
The rebirth of cool.
Now with tinted windows.

18273
18275
18277

1500-1615 I R SH 100
1500-1615TR 511344
1500-1615TR 11G11122

REGISTER NOW
For information, please call

408-q24-442

It’s not for everyone,

but that’s

[the point].
To find out more information about these products,
go online to the Apple Store for Education, at

http://www.apple.comieducation/store,
or visit the Spartan Bookstore!

t.
Think Different.

In Army ROTC you’ll push yourself. Test your limits. And in
the process, learn. how to think on your feet and be a good
lemsder..You could Iran get a scholarship. Register today for en j
May ROW class. Because you’re not just like "everyone’

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college were, islu can tiike.

KSJS

"The college level
of music is pure."

continued from mil
he can be heard spinning hiphop records from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m.
Jay Untalan, also an RTVF
major, prefers college radio
because it is not affected by
other factors such as advertising.
"The college level of music is
pure," said Untalan, known as
DJ Formula One.
Untalan hosts "The War
Zone" from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. on
Tuesdays. He said hip-hop music
is his specialty.
Today, as part of the fifth and
final day of the promotion, KSJS
will air urban music- hip-hop,
rap, and R&B.
The
station
will
also
announce the three winners of
its week-long raffle.

- Jay Untalan
KSJS, DJ Formula One

Winners will receive an
AM/FM headphone radio, a
Jansport backpack kit or the
grand prize, an AIWA boombox.
Those interested in joining
the station can sign up for RTVF
192, which meets every Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in the theater in Hugh
Gillis Hall.
They can earn one to three
units of credit.

EMPLOYMENT
General
ON-CAMPUS DEU VERY PERSON
NEIEDED FOR THE SPARTAN DALY
Start Immediately
S7.00/HR"
Work 7am to 9am on school days
delivering The Spartan Daily to
stands on campus and recycling
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: *Dependable *Energetic
*Able to lift bundles of newspapers
Haag CDL Si clean DMV printout
APPLY NOW: *The Spartan Daily,
DMght Bentel Hall, Rm 20.3 or 209.
RECEPTIONIST PT wkends/eves.
Phones, light computer, flex hrs.
Start $7.8/hr. SWYlViC.A 3761877.
SALES POSITION, PART-TIME.
Quiet office. OK to study. WU train.
Downtown Sanlose. 8007484556.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT, PT
Knowledge of Access a plus.
Close to campus. Send resume
to editorWipinet.com.
ARAMARK / SAN JOSE ARENA
Seeks P/T evening positions for:
Merchandise lead $10.50/hr
"Merchandise auditor $10.50/hr
"Stand attendants $8.07/hr
"Restaurant Host/ess & Bussers
Please call Sean at 999-sR12.
WORK STUDY JOBSIIII
Alliance for Community Cars is a
leading non-profit provider of mental
health services in the Santa Clara
Valley. We have immediate
openings in the following areas:
Mental Health Aides
Office Assistants
Information Systems Assts.
Public Relations Assistant
San Jose, Sunnyvale &
Palo Alto locations!
**Must have Federal Wort( Study
Authorization through the Financial
Aide Office prior to interviewing*"
Call Nancy W 408/254-6820;011
EOE
PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS
Seeking friendly, energetic individual to wait tables at a casual
Asian food restaurant in San Jose.
If you we outgoing, service-oriented
and interested in earning cash
wages plus good tips and meals,
please call us. Lunch shift
(approx. 11:00-2:00) & occasional
weekends nights. Our restaurant
is located on Blossom Hill Rd.,
just outside of Los Gatos. Easy
access from #85 and k87. Call
for interview: 408-358-2525.
$1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T/ Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details,
send 1 stamp to: N-28, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Bl.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.

LIFEGUARD & Swim instructors
wanted. Fun Invironment. Flexible
hours. No experience necessary.
Close to SJSU. People skills a
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
offered through June. Call Central
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit
1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
NOW IS THE TIME for a new part
time job, or paid internship for the
new year. Flexible hours available.
Call Christi, 360.1370,

SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
wanted. Fun environment, close to
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor cools. Flex
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34.
THE OLD SPAHETT1 FACTORY
Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
Flexible schedules, day or evening,
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
have
We
cix own training pogram!!
We are looking for neat, bright, &
erergetic pear* in the fob:wing aeas:
Food Server (21 or older please),
Hostess, Busser. & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm, Monday thru Friday
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.

CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners, bussers, and
servers. We’re always accepting
applications. Please apply in
person Monday -Thurclay, 2 - 5pm. SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Greet for Students! F/T or P/T. All
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile
programs. Need reliable car & Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Marry
ever. w/kids. Excellent payl Will Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or
train. Mad Sdence 408/262-5437. apply In person. 7am to 7pm, 7 days
a week, 5550 Meridian Ave. Si
wanrsor PT & FT STAFF that
For Part-Time and
want to have fun working for the
Full-Time Positions, call
YMCA w/school age children. Good
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
pay, flexible hours, good benefits.
Fast placement, no fees
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 18.
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
Temp/Tempto-Hire/Direct Hire
Monday through Friday, good
San Jose to San Mateo
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
Phone: (650) 325-1133
DMV & acceptable insurance
Fax: (650) 325-3639
coverage. If you like money,
independence & being around www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
interesting people, call Gold Rush
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
Express. 408-292-7300. or visit
to get 5$ PAID is
us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose.
to lose up to 30 lbs.
Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy.
in the next 30 days.
For "hustlers" the pay & benefits
Natural. Guaranteed.
can be surprisingly good.
Call (408)793-5256.
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
needs insturctors, part or full time SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
in car or classroom. Good Pay. (8.25hours/week) positions availCompany car. Over 18. HS Grad. able with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevenMoral character. 408-971-7557
tion specialist, after school coordinator
(at-risk middle school), data
NEEDED!
All
races.
EGG DONORS
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5,000. entry and admin support. Bilingual
Spanish
a plus. Salary $8 - $12 an
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
hour. Resume and cover letter to
1-800-886-9373
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County vninv.fertilityoptions.com
Dept. MM, 13105. Bascom Ave.,
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail:
hiring part-time Wknds & or Thurs. personnel@giriscoutsofscc.org or
Flex hours. Advancement oppty. Fax (408)287-8025. AA/EOE
Free movies. Apply in person
TELEMARKETING Part/FulkTime
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose,
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
RECEPRONIST/Optorn Asst. PT. + bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
Pint people skills. Gd career starter. blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Will than. No exp rec. 408739.3588. Media Promotions 408-494-0200.

mission. "And as a child struggles, the suction gets stronger
and stronger and the child really
can’t cry out. It’s a silent death."
In December, federal officials
accused the fast-food giant of
being too slow in recalling the
containers, which the company
denied.
Zachary’s family members
said they weren’t aware of the
recall.
"It’s hard to believe that you
go get the kids something to eat
and you bring home a lethal toy,"
said Michael Jones, Zachary’s
grandfather.
The Pokemon toys were safety
tested by Specialized Technology
Resources in Enfield, Conn., but
they were only tested for choking, a spokesman for Miami based
Burger
King
said
Wednesday.
"The ball was not tested for

PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,
a non-profit agency which offers a
variety of quality services for individuals who have developmental
disabilities, has part & full time
employment opportunities.
If you are interested in living
with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent; or
assisting someone during the
week with daily living skills such
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call
Shannon at 408/282-0410.
If you would like information
about the FT, benefited positions
of job coach and instructor (day
activity, work activity or senior
center program) or PT substitute
positions In various programs
($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
408/748-2890.
We have flexibility to work
around a student schedule for the
PT work & are located close to
SJSU. FT positions come with
excellent benefits. This is a good
opportunity to get practical experience in the field & work with a
great group of clients & staff. All
majors welcome.

TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Degree / Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for Vaching exp. Need
Car. VM: (408)287-4170 ext. 408.
EOE/AAE
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
244-1968 x 16

DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring
Preschool Teachers & After-School
Recreation Leaders for our Child
Care Centers throughout San Jose,
Cupertino, Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
Saratoga, Campbell, Evergreen,
Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & part
time positions avail. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require rrinimum 6 units in
SECURITY
ECE. Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Ed &/or other related fields. Please
We will train you. Student Fnendly. call Beth Profio at 408-291-8894
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends. for information & locations or fax
your resume to 408-298-0143.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Flexible Schedule.
AUTISM TEACHING ASSISTANTS
408.247-4827
Part time / Flexible hours.
Training provided. $10/hour.
408-723-1625
EMPLOYMENT

Education/Schools

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed Bernentay School Age Recreation
& Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr. prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few
positions avail approx 7am-llam.
Saratoga School District.
Cal 867-3424x504 for application Xint salary, no ECE units req.
& information. Immediate Need. Call Janet 354-8700 x223.

FRENCH AMERICAN BIUNGUAL
PRIVATE SCHOOL in Sunnyvale
now hiring for Fall 2000. for
American Program. Grades K-5
Teachers - 2 years Experience +
Teaching Cred. $30,(00- 40,000+
Excellent Conditions, All Positions,
Full Benefits. Fax Resumes/
Inquiries to 408-735-8619 or
fassv@kassv.org
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408)866.8550

EMPLOYMENT

lulmm

P/T TUTOR POSITIONS AVAIL
Tutor children (ages 3-8) w/autism.
Will train. $12/hr. 408937-9580.
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED
for Math, Sc,. etc. Jr. High & H.S.
Mon. - Fri. 3prn-8pm. $1.000 cash
per mo.-Ms. Scott). 408/255-5247.

EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bright Horizons, we are seeking TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12 YR OLD,
Milpitas area. 3- 5 hours/week.
talented and caring child care
Reading & Math. $10/hr.
professionals to join our growing
Home: 408/2621296
network of Family Centers. FT
Work: 408/278.3536
Opportunities with Infants Preschool. S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
WORD PROCESSING
include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with tOMOIMW’s PROFESSIONAL Wood Processing
leaders at our state of the art Theses, Term Papers, Resumes.
Group Projects, etc.
facilities where children as well as
All formats, specializing in SPA.
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
Micro/mini tape transcription Fax.
877-336-3596.
.winv.brighthorizons.com
Experienced, dependable,
quick return.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler. and
Reschool Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
fax resume to 248-7350.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Four
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
Days
$11
3 lines
$5
$7
$9

Name
Five
Days
$13

EfiEQUENCLINCOLM;
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40. consecutive issues receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues: receive 25% off.
Leal rates apply to Sant’. Cites County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff Simony.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Please check /
one classification:

Address
bocce.

Cy a Stela
Pncext

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SenJose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
II Deadline: 1000 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
MI All ade are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for consecutive publication dales only.

II QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only,
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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SHARED HOUSING

BEAUTY/HEALTH

ROOM FOR RENT Female Students
Room and board $475/mo. $100
deposit. Walk to SJSU. Contact
Gayle 287-2139.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip
- Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/31/00.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Crribl.
(408) 379-3500.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
"Good Students" "Educators"
"Engineers" "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

Rental Housing
Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
Announcements
Real Estate
Campus Cl6bs
Services
Greek Messages
Health/Beauty
Events
Sports/Thrills
Volunteers
For Sale
Insurance
Entertainment
Autos For Sale
Travel
Electronics
Wanted
_ Tutonng
Employment
_Word Processing
Scholarships
Opportunities

no discount for other persons or businesses.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Golden West Student Dental Plan
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

Daily

MATH TUTOR for High School
Student. Flexible hours. Call
Mrs. Taylor, 408,360-1370, AM or
408-2265826.
TUTOR POSITION
to teach a child who has
language & social skill delay.
Training will be provided. $12/hr.
Call Kim (408)263-9218.

suffocation," Charles Nicolas
said. "It’s just not an industry
practice."
Nicolas said Burger King
widely publicized the December
recall, posting signs in restaurants, sending notices to pediatricians and taking out a full-page
ad in USA Today.
"We’re exploring further
options now that we can do to.
make parents aware of this safety hazard for children under 3,"
Nicolas said.
He said the company is investigating
the
incident
in
Indianapolis.
An autopsy showed Zachary
died of asphyxiation, and the
death was ruled accidental, said
Deputy Police Chief Lana
Schneider of suburban Lawrence.
The toy was left in his crib by his
step-grandmother.

FAX: 408-924-3282

NATIVE RUSSIAN SPEAKER
SJSU History Prof. seeks native
speaker for 3 hours conversation
per week, on campus. $10/hr.
Dr Michael Boll - 924-5514.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readem should be
reminded that, vAien mawag
them further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
eareitarty inmedgeto ad Rims
offering employment lietkip
ciroorpons for discount
magma or ’nerdy/idles.

ed out with Burger King children’s meals late last year. The
packaging contained no warnings
and described them as "safety
tested and recommended for all
ages."
Burger King on Dec. 27 issued
a recall for millions of the toys
following the Dec. 11 suffocation
of a 13-month-old Sonora, Calif.,
girl who was found in her
playpen with half a ball over her
nose and mouth.
Rader said the alert was sent
today, and a video news release
will be issued to television stations.
He said Burger King is purchasing radio and newspaper ads
in major markets warning consumers of the toy’s dangers.
"The Pokemon ball half can
get stuck over a child’s nose and
mouth," said Ann Brown, chairman of the product safety corn-

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The
Safety
Consumer
Product
Commission today issued its second nationwide alert in a month
after a 4-month-old Indianapolis
boy suffocated in his crib on a
Burger King Pokemon ball.
Zachary Jones is the second
infant nationwide to suffocate on
one of the "Poke Balls," a hollow
red-and-white plastic toy about
the size of a tennis ball that
opens into two halves.
Zachary suffocated Tuesday
after half of toy’s ball-shaped container lodged over his mouth and
nose.
"This is a danger parents
wouldn’t even imagine because
these balls look innocent enough,
but they can be deadly if they get
stuck over a child’s face," safety
commission spokesman Russ
Rader said Wednesday.
Millions of the toys were hand-

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPAR,AN DAILY
makes no clakn for products or
servioes advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerIngs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

Toddler dies from Burger King Pokemon

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Become alert
6 Cookbook
direction
10 Exercise
system
14 Great Wall’s
place
15 Rod
16 Building
additions
17 Duck prized for
its down
18 Like -01 bricks
19 Plumbing
problem
20 Decide by lot
22 Seed holders
23 Snake sound
24 Freeze
26 "Get oulta here"
30 Frontiers
34 Not active
35 Several
36 Boring routine
37 Lug
38 Orchard fruits
40 Buddhist monk
41 Lemon
beverage
42 Loving
43 Cap brim
44 Account books
46 Dawdles
48 Social insect
49 Dress
50 Chocolate treat
53 Linger
59 PDO
60 "Typee" sequel
61 Test for gold
62 Remove
63 CEO’s car
64 Leitmotif
65 - out: made do
with
66 Idyllic
spot
67 Loosened
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DOWN
Served
perfectly
Buzz
Opera set in
Egypt
Was informed
Hearing
distance
Thin
Tiny amounts
Type of chart
Strains
Barked
Dairy-case buy
Happy
Solicits
Poetic
contraction
Shout
Necessary
Battery part
Al otted
M neral
Saloon
Wipe out

32 Gossipy tidbit
33 Galaxy
components
35 Furious
38 Cabin
window
39 Naval off
40 Illuminated
42 Marsh
43 Quiver
45 Breathed
laboriously
46 Shallow lake
47 "Is that a yes
- no?"
49 Dwarf
50 Actress
Capshaw
51 Writer
Dinesen
52 Benefit
54 Surrounded by
55 Job -safety org
56 Manipulates
57 Al or Tipper
58 Tinted
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ports
Hornets can’t spare bowlers
Erik Anderson

DAILY STAFF WRITER

Lerey Swell / Spartan Daily
Alex Sala, San Jose State University sophomore, practices his technique before a match against Fresno State University, while a
Sacramento State University bowler competes in the background.

The men’s intercollegiate bowling team’s high hopes of winning
the first-ever Silicon Valley
Classic were knocked over twice
by Sacramento State University
once on Saturday, in a semifinal match, losing 3-2, and then
again on Sunday in a second
round match.
"I think the team did well and
did what it wanted to do," said
Lindsey Wong, San Jose State
University’s men’s coach and
organizer of the tournament.
"The outcome is not always
what you expect it to be. All you
can ask for is a chance."
SJSU finished third overall for
the
two-day
Intercollegiate
Bowling tournament, held Jan. 22
to 23 at the AMF Oakridge Lanes
in San Jose. The men’s bowling
team had built up a 2-0 edge in
the best-of-5 semifinal match
before coming up short by two
pins.
Saturday’s showdown between
SJSU’s men’s team and its CSU
rival Sacramento State came in
the final match of the day with
both teams battling for the right
to compete in the following day’s
title game.
The Spartans won the first two
games, taking the first by 5 pins,
181-176. Team co-captain Brad
Bargabus who had scored a
perfect 300 the previous weekend
at the University of Utah
Invitational closed out the
game’s 10th frame with a spare
and a strike while Sacramento
State finished with an open
frame.
After losing the third game to
the Hornets, SJSU had a chance
to close out the match. The
Spartans, however, saw more
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spares than strikes and the
Hornets overcame two open
frames with four successive
strikes in the ninth and 10th
frames to win the fourth game
194 to 192.
Sacramento State’s success
continued into the next game as
they captured it as well as the
match.
"I felt pretty good," said
Spartan bowler Nolen Velasco Jr.
"We came and got what we set out
for. It just didn’t follow through at
the end."
On each day of the tournament,
teams played a series of qualifying matches in the morning
five on Saturday, four on Sunday
to earn a spot in the elimination playoff rounds later in the
afternoon.
The six teams with the highest
combined pin totals moved on to
play in the elimination rounds.
The teams with the two highest
pin totals in the qualifying matches received a first-round bye.
The tournament’s two winners
from Saturday’s and Sunday’s
elimination
rounds
Sacramento State and Cal Poly
played late Sunday afternoon in a
Sacramento’s
roll -off,
with
Hornets ultimately winning the
tournament.
During Sunday’s elimination
play, the Spartans lost to the
Hornets again this time in the
second round.
On Saturday, SJSU bowled
poorly in its qualifying match
against Fresno State’s women’s
team after bowling well the first
three matches.
However, the men went back to
their winning ways and stormed
back in their final qualifying
match of the morning against Las
Positas Community College with
a 223.8 team average to capture

the second seed.
The team scored an impressive
series of 14 strikes in a row on
their way to the victory.
The win over Las Positas put
SJSU in a position for a first
round bye, but the Spartans didn’t
slow down. They quickly won
their second round match, beating
the Fresno’s men’s team 3-0, scoring a 279 out of a total possible
300 in the third game.
By defeating Fresno State, the
Spartans next went to face
Sacramento State, but did not pull
out victory in the final game.
The tournament presented an
unusual situation for the SJSU
women’s squad as two of the
opposing women’s teams withdrew from the competition at the
last minute, Wong said. The original brackets were set up for separate men’s and women’s competition but were combined to remedy
the last minute problem.
"One player was injured; thus
they were not able to put together
a team," Wong said, referring to
one of the teams who had withdrawn. "There was no point in
them coming with only four players."
The conditions left SJSU and
Fresno State with the lone
women’s teams to compete, thus
causing men to go toe-to-toe with
women. But it proved to be something the Spartan women turned
into a triumph as they defeated
the University of California at
Davis.
"We won our first match, which
we felt kind of proud about; it was
against a men’s team," said SJSU
wornen’s team captain Melissa
Corral. "We felt really good about
that."
Even after the win and
although they had played tough
throughout the two-day tourna-

ment, the Spartan women never
moved beyond the qualifying
matches.
"We did OK, but we could have
done better," said team member
Wendy Morimoto.
Morimoto scored a 248 in one
game, which was the second highest individual score among
women bowlers for the tournament. Morimoto’s 188 average
over the weekend was sixth overall for the women.
"It took us a long time to get
out of slumps we were in, but once
we got out of them, we did OK,"
Morimoto said.
Monique Donaldson already
had adjustments in her mind for
the next day.
"I could have maybe used a different ball to pick up spin .(as well
as make) better adjustments for
good first shots," Donaldson said.
"It was not up to my normal average."
Donaldson had high scores of
213 and 214 while averaging a
172 overall in the tournament.
After the tournament was completed, team member Rasik Desai
said he thought there wasn’t
much he would do differently
except win.
"I’d do the same thing tomorrow as I did today," he said.
Desai said the changing conditions the consistency of the wax
on the lanes varied with use and
made it difficult for the
time
bowlers to gauge accuracy on
their throws.
"It was a matter of adjustments," Desai said.
Team member Alex Sala
eventually finishing with a 202.7
average for the tournament
said he thought the team had
done well.
"We’ve got to focus on tomorrow
now," he said.
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realize we don’t have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let’s just say that at VarsityBooks.com we’ve made the most of it.
Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you’ll also receive them in just one to three business days.
All on a Web site that’s completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?

Savings off distributor’s suggested price Rooks delivered fl no mom Man three business days Some restrlictions sopty See site lot Mai.

SAVE UP TO 40,0

ON TEXTBOOKS.

VarsityBooks .corn

